
Power your
Institute with
the most advanced AI platform 
and network infrastructure



Get personalised technology for your institute  

100% DATA ASSURANCE 

Jio’s network adheres to the highest standards of security 
and privacy to protect your Institute’s and students’ data.

Personalise the entire Jio App suite for chat, 
video learning and more

Send customised email, SMS and newsletters 
with our technology

DIGITAL MARKETING

APP SUITE

Give your students unparalleled access with an 
app that works without the internet. Students 
will use your branded app in class and at home, 
to practice, take tests, and improve through 
personalised study plans.

Rank high on google search results with your 
own SEO powered website, managed by us.

Execute lead generation campaigns and build 
your database.

APP

ADMISSIONS 

WEBSITE
Use automated tools to make smarter decisions 

SCREEN TOP RANKERS

Customise admission tests for your institute. 

MONITOR TEACHER PERFORMANCE 

Use Insights into students’ improvement to understand 
your teacher’s effectiveness.

SELECT BEST TEACHERS

Create and automate assessment tests for 
teacher recruitment.

YOUR BRAND

Powered by
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Establish your presence on every device 
your students use



PARAM
Create your

own tests

automatically,

in any format

within minutes

SAKSHAM
Upload and Digitise

your content

Embibe’s content ingestion 

engine called Saksham, coverts 

your content from any format 

e.g. PDF, Pagemaker, MS Word 

etc into digital content. 

Artificial intelligence 
automatically tags questions as 

per academics and behaviour.

SAVE TEACHER’S 
TIME BY 3.5HRS ON 

AVERAGE PER 
QUESTION PAPER

ACCESS 
3 LAKH

FULLY TAGGED 
QUESTION BANK

Schedule LIVE tests
Benchmark your 

test’s difficulty, 
concept and skill 

coverage with the 

real exam using 

Embibe’s test 

quality score (TQS)
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YOUR  TEACHERS 
Increase productivity. Save costs. 



Empower your teachers to pay
personal attention and impact 
results at a large scale

Monitor your institute’s performance at a glance

IMPROVE SCORES 
BY UP TO 55% ON 
AVERAGE OVER 10 

TESTS

IDENTIFY CRITICAL EXAM-TAKING SKILLS
Speed

Accuracy
Time management

Stamina
Attempt planning

PINPOINT MISTAKES 
Wasted attempts

Overtime attempts
Incorrect attempts
Too fast attempts

IMPLEMENT PERSONALISED
STUDY PLAN

xxx

xxx
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A N  U N B E A T A B L E  E X P E R I E N C E  F O R

YOUR STUDENTS AND PARENTS
AI-powered, personalised platform for self-learning, assignments and tests

Measure mastery over 
difficulty level, problem 

solving skills and behaviour

Improved test-readiness

Set automated notifications on 
announcements, class schedule, 

assignments and tests

Never miss an update

Pin-pointed weakness 
analysis to ensure students 
never repeat their mistakes

Improved results

Students
who have taken 10 tests on 
Embibe have improved their 
scores by up to 55%

Students can access your 
content on web, mobile 

and tablet devices

Any time, any where access

Aided daily assignments 
ensure students crack every 

problem they attempt

Students solve more

A dedicated help centre for 
students including live chat and IVR

Dedicated real-time support* 

*Student/Parent contact details required
to enable this service
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can participate in their child’s progress
Parents

Track student effort and 
performance on your 

institute's parent app beyond 
test scores

Visibility on progress

Informed discussions 
focused on exact student 

improvement areas

Productive PT meetings

Set automated notifications on 
announcements, class schedule, 

assignments and tests

Never miss an update

A dedicated help centre 
for students including live 

chat and IVR

Dedicated real-time support*

Parent guidance at home 
through AI-powered 

recommendations generated 
to arrest behaviour gaps

At home guidance

Powered by
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Dedicated enterprise
connectivity*

JIO 4G connectivity for uninterrupted 
learning experience

Unparalleled service reach 
Leverage the deeply penetrated 

JIO centre ecosystem for service 
in your city

Purchase fulfilment 
Students will purchase the tablet 

from your website and the 
closest Jio stores will provide the 

pick up facilities.

White-labelled to your brand*
Your brand on packaging and tablet 

sleeve for your students

Lowest price guarantee
We guarantee the lowest price on 
a 4G compatible tablet in India. 
Avoid paying extra for 3rd party 

locking softwares

Zero reliance on
computer labs

Plan online tests for students at 
your centre without the hassle of 
booking slots in computer labs

Jio Education Sim
The sim allows students to browse
only whitelisted websites.

YOUR
APP

YOUR VIDEO 
LEARNING APP

YOUR CHAT
APP

FILTERED
WEBSITES

JIO EMBIBE
EDU APP STORE

Introducing India's first ever  
education only 4G tablet from

*Subject to a minimum order quantity

The best education solution, tailored to the way students learn 
today, with zero distractions, white-labelled to your brand*

For your institute
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For your students and their parents

Zero distractions
Default study mode restricts access to 

educational content only

Education only App Store 
Students access apps that are 

pre-approved by you

Easy on the eyes
Blue light filter, better screen 

resolution designed for longer 
study hours

Child safe
Highest standards of data privacy and 

security

Extended warranty
Best in class two year warranty 

on the device

Best-in-class durability 
Durable design, shock-proof, use 

indoors and outdoors

Students engage deeper and 
absorb knowledge 60% faster with 

interactive learning technology 
versus traditional books. 

- Embibe’s research study 2018
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Sometimes, a student 
becomes fatigued while 
taking the exam which, when 
unchecked, leads to a bad 
trend. The analytics on 
Embibe helps monitor these 
kinds of behaviour. If a 
student diligently works on 
these improvement areas, 
there will undoubtedly be a 
score improvement of nearly 
15-20%. 

- Prof. Vaibhav Bakliwal, 
Director, Bakliwal Tutorials 
IIT | Pune

All exams are online now, 
and time is an important 
factor. Embibe helped me 
in perfecting time 
management. I also learnt 
question selection 
method by practicing on 
Embibe.

Aniket Sankhi 
(Super 30) 
99.7%ile, JEE Main, 
Jan 2019

Day 1 on Embibe and our students saw 
score improvement from 69 to 102 and 89 
to 150. Embibe helps students to manage 
their time during exams and guide them 
on how much more effort they need to put 
in to reach their desired college. And 
teachers can now track individual 
performances of each student.

- Prof. Himanshu Pandey, Director, 
IIT Zone | Bhilai

Taking NEET mock tests on Embibe helped 
me immensely in my preparation. The tests 
have the same level of difficulty and 
pattern as the actual exam including the 
chapter-wise and concept-wise weightage.

Krishna Agrawal 
AIR 7, NEET 2018

We partnered with Embibe in 2015 because 
our director had the foresight to prepare 
our students for online examinations. 
Embibe has all kinds of papers—chapter 
wise, part tests, full tests—for JEE Main 
and Advanced. After taking a test, students 
can analyse their time management, types 
of mistakes and also see the solutions. Our 
students are very confident about giving 
online exams because of Embibe’s support.

- Dev Kumar Sharma 
Consultant, Super 30 | Jodhpur

In a coaching institute test you can never 
come to know the time spent per question 
in an exam. Embibe helped me in unders-
tanding how I manage my time in a test 
and also pin pointing exact conceptual 
mistakes.

Chitraang Murdia.  AIR 1, JEE, 2014

The major challenge I 
faced was how to 
communicate with each 
student based on their 
individual skill. With 
Embibe’s help, I’m now 
able to communicate with 
and track thousands of 
students simultaneously. 
Every test’s in-depth 
analysis helps to 
understand each student's 
weak areas individually.

- Prof. Abhijit Dutta, 
Director, Concept 
Educations | Guwahati

With Embibe and their 
technology, we were able 
to understand each 
student’s needs, what 
mistakes they do, what 
particular help they need 
and we started feeling that 
we’re That we are connec-
ted to each and every 
student at our institute. We 
want to give all the credit to 
Embibe who has helped us 
in bringing back the 
teacher in us.

- Prof. SR Mishra , Director, 
IIT Ashram | Vadodara

Trusted by leading institutions
and their students

NTA’s online tests were similar 
to Embibe’s full test. Even the 
questions were of the same 
level. Topic wise tests and 
more than 1000 questions per 
chapter, converted my weak 
points into strong points.

Nishant T 
(Super 30) 
99.84%ile, JEE Main, Jan 2019

Empathetic - defines 
Embibe in a word. Its best 
feature is the advanced test 
analysis. It helped me prove 
that my disabilities can't get 
in the way of my goals. 

Akshay Shanbhag  
(Bakliwal) 
AIR 5, PWD,
JEE Advance 2018
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Assam Electronics Dev
Corporation, Govt Of Assam

Indian Social Responsibility Network 
(ISRN) Govt Services India Ltd.

Tribal Area Development,
Govt of Rajasthan

Institutions

Aakash Institute 
India

Abhyas Foundation
Ahmedabad

Smart Minds Academy 
Chennai

Sri Sanjeevni 
Hyderabad

IIT Zone 
Bhilai

Concept Educations
Guwahati

Velocity 
Hyderabad

Momentum 
Jabalpur

Sinhal Classes
Mumbai

Deeksha Classes
Jodhpur

CL Educare Ltd
India

CE Academy Pvt Ltd
Chennai

PC Thomas Classes
Kerala

CSRL, Super 30
India
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Bakliwal Tutorials IIT
Pune

Vidya Ashram Career
Institute, Lucknow



STAY IN TOUCH WITH

ON

Transforming learning outcomes for all
#AIforEducation

www.embibe.com 

Indiavidual Learning Pvt Ltd, Bizzhub Aspire, 
1st Floor Plot No 36, SJR junction, 100 Feet 
Road, Sony World signal, Koramangala,
Bangalore, India 560095


